We make it simple to be safe

The POWERCHOCKTM PORTABLE is the POWERCHOCKTM family’s economically
priced model offering a high level of safety at a low price. This wheel-based
vehicle restraint system is a great safety device for any facility and can be
used universally for all vehicles.

PORTABLE 3

The POWERCHOCKTM PORTABLE comprises a 14 inch tall hardened steel
chock, restraining ground plate, wall mounted base and flexible pole.
Portable 3 communication package offers:
- Non-contact wheel sensor to ensure proper chock position.
- Interior and exterior LED lights.
- Alarm, manually armed by dock worker.

Warranty
The POWERCHOCKTM PORTABLE vehicle restraint
system is guaranteed to be exempt from defects in
fabrication and components, if used properly and
as intended, for a period of one (1) year following
delivery date, and includes a three (3) year limited
warranty on the chock and ground plate.

Product highlights
Cost effective

The design of the chock and ground plate has no moving parts,
meaning no costly maintenance and no lubrication required.

Superior restraint

Simple physics: the truck’s weight pushes the chock teeth downward
into a fixed restraining ground plate.

Easy to operate

No training is necessary to set the chock.

Engineered to last

Chock is made of hardened steel, over 4 times stronger than
conventional steel. Ground plate is hot-dipped galvanized at over 800 oF.
Chock has double protection: electroplated and powder coated.

Unique all weather design

The chock is designed to break through ice and snow using the weight
of the truck.

Communication system with alarm

Connected to the red/green LED lights, the protected non-contact wheel
sensor ensures proper chock position.

Virtually eliminates field errors

Factory pre-wired sensors and lights are tested for quality control and
minimum installation time.

Secures 100% of vehicles
Robust, great restraining force
Low initial cost, low maintenance
Communication with alarm
Effective in winter
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Powerchock™ is covered by U.S. Patent Nos. 7,032,720 and 7,264,092, and by Canadian Patent No. 2,419,680. Other patents are pending.

